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Using submeasures and Boolean spaces, new proofs are given for Hewitt- 
Yosida type decompositions of group-valued exhaustive measures; these give 
new insight into these decompositions. 
In this paper, 9 will always denote an algebra of subsets of a set X and G a 
complete, commutative, Hausdorfl’ topological group (written additively). Let 
h: 9t-t G be an exhaustive, or s-bounded (strongly bounded), measure (i.e., h 
is additive and for any disjoint sequence {An} C a, X(/l,) -+ 0). In [3, 6, 71 some 
decomposition theorems for such measures are proved. In this paper we prove 
some of these results by using Boolean spaces and submeasures (for submeasures 
the definitions and terminology of [2] will be used). Our methods are not only 
very straightforward, but they also give better insight into these decompositions. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a submeasure to be order-continuous is 
also obtained. 
We assume that 9 is a reduced algebra [8, p. 681, i.e., 9 separates the points 
of X. This assumption doesn’t affect the generality of the theorems to be proved. 
Let x be the Boolean space of 9; we consider X C 2, in the sense made precise 
in [8, p. 701. There is a Boolean isomorphism between 9” and the algebra of all 
clopen subsets of 2. If /i corresponds to A E 9 in this isomorphism, then 
A = A^ r\ X [8, p. 701. A mapping p: F - [0, co] is called a submeasure [2, I, 
p. 2731 if for every A E 9, B E 3, 
(9 ~(54 = 0, 
(ii) p,(A u B) < ~(4 + CL@), 
(iii) p(A) < p(B), if A C B. 
p is said to be exhaustive if for any disjoint sequence (A,} C F, p(A,) - 0. p is 
said to be order-continuous if for any sequence {A,} C 9, A,, J 4, F(A,) ---f 0. 
Given an exhaustive submeasure p: 9 - [0, co), we get an exhaustive sub- 
measure /.Z: @ + [0, to), $(a) = p(A), which is easily verified to be order 
continuous and as such extends to an exhaustive and order continuous 
submeasure 4: 23” + [0, co), 23” being the Baire subsets of k [2, p. 283; 
8, p. 701. This Baire submeasure is regular and uniquely extends to an 
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exhaustive, order continuous, regular submeasure a: 93 -+ [0, co), B being all 
Bore1 subsets of X ([I], [4]). G iven E > 0, 3A E’W, A n X = 4, such that 
p(B) d E> VB C z\(X u A), BE2F, 
for otherwise there will exist a disjoint sequence {B,} in b”, such that @(B,) > c, 
a contradiction. Thus 3A, E 2P, A, n X = 4, such that k(B) = 0, VB E da, 
B C;Q\(X u A,). A, is unique in the sense that if there is an A: with the same 
property, then p(A, LA:) = 0. 
1. THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) p is order-continuous; 
(b) ii = 0; 
(c) P(B) = 0, for any B E b”, with B n X = 9. 
Proof. Suppose TV is order-continuous. Take Z any compact G8 subset of A, 
and let {V,} be a decreasing sequence of clopen subsets of 8 such that nz=i I’, 
= 2. Then I’, n X J $ and V,nXEF, and so $(z> = limP(V,J = 
limp(VnnX)=O, which, by regularity of 6, proves that @(A,) = 0. Now 
suppose /?(A,,) = 0, and let {A,} b e a decreasing in 3 such that A, 14. Thus 
the sequence {a,}, with a, = &, = (An n X)- [8, p. 701 is decreasing and 
A = n,“=, A:, C ;P\X. Th us lim p(A,) = limp(A,) = $(A) < p(A n A,) + 
p(A\A,) = 0, and so p is order continuous. (b) and (c) are easily seen to be 
equivalent. This completes the proof. 
2. DEFINITION. p is purely finitely subadditive if v < CL, v an exhaustive and 
order-continuous submeasure on 9, implies that v = 0. 
3. Remark. In view of Theorem 1, /I is purely finitely subadditive if and 
only if /@\A,,) = 0, or equivalently to inf@(C): C E 23m: C r) X} = 0. 
A function Q: G --f [0, 00) is call d e a norm if for x, y in G, (i) 4(x + y) 
< q(x) + q(y), (ii) 4(-x) = q(x), (iii) q(x) = 0 0 x = 0 [2, I, p. 2701. A 
topological group with topology generated by a norm is called a normed group. 
We shall make use of the fact that G is a closed subgroup of l’JIarol G, , G, 
being complete normed group, Vor [5, p, 1381. If II: 9 -+ G is an exhaustive 
measure and 4 is a continuous semi-norm on G, then the submeasure fi,, 
defined by fig(A) = sup{4 0 p(B): B C A, B E fl}, A E 9, is exhaustive and 
and finite [2, p. 2791. Now $ @ -+ G, &(a) = p(A), is an exhaustive u-measure 
(i.e., countably additive) and so can be uniquely extended to a regular Baire 
measure p: 8~ - G [2, p. 4411, which can further be uniquely extended to a 
regular Bore1 measure $ b -+ G ([4]). It is not hard to verify that fi, , defined 
by &(A) = sup{4 o /I(B): B C A, B E 8}, VA E 8, is the same as (&)*. 
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4. DEFINITION. Let CL: 9 + G be an exhaustive measure. p is said to be 
purely finitely additive if fig is purely finitely subadditive for any continuous 
semi-norm q on G. 
Remark. This definition is easily verified to be identical with ones given in 
[3, 61. 
Now we prove a Yosida-Hewitt type decomposition theorem. 
5. THEOREM [3, Theorem 3.11; 7, Theorem 3.21. Any exhaustive measure 
:r ---f G can be uniquely decomposed in the form TV = pa + p. where pp is purely 
$nzely additive and exhaustive and pO is a-additive and exhaustive. 
Proof. Since G is a closed subgroup of j&, G, , where Gis are complete 
normed groups, p can be considered as p: F + n G, . Let q(a) be the norm 
giving the topology of G,; q(a) can be considered as a continuous semi-norm on 
G. Define ps: 9 -+ n G, as &J) = {(@(F n Alip.(& a E I> VF E 9. Since for 
any finite subset I, C 1, (P~(F))~ = ($F n ((Jole10 Al,,(,,)])v Vy E I,, (see Def. 2), and 
P[F n (Ua~,, Aps(aj)] is in G which is complete, we get pJF) E G. Define pO = 
y - pP . The decomposition p = ps + pm is easily seen to have all the desired 
properties and is unique. 
6. Remark. Decompositions with respect to ideals can also be done in this 
setting. It turns out for an ideal X in .F, the part of the exhaustive measures p 
which vanishes on X is given by pl(F) = p(p n (J?\V), where V = ~(0: 
UEX}. The Lebesgue-type theorems proved in [6, Theorems 2.2, 2.4; 3, 
Theorem 3.121 are easy consequences of this result. 
I am grateful to the referees for useful suggestions. 
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